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The phase behavior of an inverse microemulsion composed of 4-cyano-4-n-pentylbiphenyl (5CB), didodecyl dimethyl ammonium bromide, and water was intensively studied recently, but controversy still remains on the existence of a “transparent nematic” (TN) phase. Previously, we studied the temperature-dependent dielectric behavior of this microemulsion [Z. Chen and R. Nozaki, J. Chem. Phys. 134, 034505 (2011)]. The results suggested that a superstructure composed of water droplets and confined 5CB molecules exists in the coexistence phase region, which may correspond to the notion of a TN phase. In this study, the time-dependent dielectric behaviors of this microemulsion in the isotropic, coexistence, and supercooled phase regions were investigated. In the coexistence and supercooled phase regions, the dielectric behaviors showed strong dependence on time, due to the hysteresis of phase transition and the upward diffusion of the water-droplet-rich isotropic phase. After the isotropic phase has been totally excluded out of the effective measurement area, the slow process was still observed in these two phase regions, which suggests that water droplets can stably exist in the liquid crystalline phase. A local microscopic phase evolution was observed in the coexistence phase region, which is similar to the temperature-induced phase evolution previously proposed by us. The dielectric behavior of the slow process during the phase evolution also suggests the existence of the superstructure. In addition, the mechanism of the slow process in different phase regions proposed in our previous study is also confirmed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The dispersion of surfactant-coated water droplets in a nematic liquid crystal (LC) host has attracted great interest in recent years [1–11]. Because of the elastic distortion of the LC host by the dispersed droplets and the interdroplet interaction mediated by the elastic distortion, this kind of water-in-LC (micro)emulsion often exhibits unusual properties and fascinating colloidal superstructures. These properties and superstructures are generally absent in conventional (micro)emulsions but important in technological applications and fascinating colloidal superstructures. For example, Poulin et al. reported an inverse LC emulsion of micron-sized water droplets dispersed in nematic 4-cyano-4-n-pentylbiphenyl (5CB) [1–3], in which the chaining of water droplets induced by the orientational elasticity of the LC host was directly observed by optical microscope. This direct evidence then facilitates the theoretical understanding on topological defect and particle interaction in nematic LC [2].

As compared with LC emulsion, liquid crystal microemulsion (LCM), in which the water droplets are nanosized, is less understood. Because of the large difference in the droplet size of more than two orders of magnitude, the colloidal structures formed in LCMs are expected to be very different from those in LC emulsions [6,11,12]. A typical LCM composed of 5CB, water, and surfactant didodecyl dimethyl ammonium bromide (DDAB) has been intensively studied recently [6–8,10,11], but controversy still remains on its phase behavior. On the basis of the optical observation and differential scanning calorimetry, Yamamoto and Tanaka [6] proposed that on cooling, this LCM exhibits two phase transformations: first from an isotropic phase to a phase called “transparent nematic” (TN) phase, and then to a coexistence of bulklike nematic phase and TN phase. The TN phase is thought macroscopically transparent but locally ordered on scales of several nanometers. However, the results of later studies [7,8] on the same system contradict the notion of the TN phase. It was proposed that the nanosized water droplets act more as molecular contaminants and therefore this LCM actually undergoes a phase demixing due to the expulsion of water droplets by the orientational ordering.

In order to provide some information on the controversy, we previously studied the phase transition of the same LCM as a function of temperature by means of dielectric spectroscopy (DS) [13]. Despite the complexity of the phase composition of the system, it was found that the bulklike 5CB molecules in different states can be well distinguished by the nature of their corresponding relaxation behaviors. In addition to these bulklike relaxations, an additional relaxation located in the lower-frequency side of them was observed in all phase regions, which strongly depends on the phase transition and has a different relaxation mechanism in different phase region (for simplicity we will call this low-frequency relaxation uniformly as “slow process” hereinafter despite the phase region). The abnormal temperature dependence of the slow process after the isotropic-to-nematic phase transition suggested that there exists a superstructure composed of water droplets and confined 5CB molecules. This superstructure may correspond to the notion of the TN phase, although it remains in a shorter length scale.

In this study we offer some additional information, still from the dielectric point of view, on the phase behavior of 5CB-DDAB-water microemulsion. The phase transition of this system is accompanied by a macroscopic phase separation due to the effect of gravity [8,10]. The upward diffusion of the
droplet-rich isotropic phase will lead to local growth of the nematic phase and meanwhile a diminishment of the isotropic phase at the bottom of the sample, which may locally induce a similar microscopic phase evolution to the temperature-induced phase evolution [13]. It is thereby tempting to locally monitor the time-dependent phase behavior of this system at a certain temperature, which is expected to provide some alternative insight on the phase transition and phase separation of this LCM. Due to its substantial advantages including noninvasion, high sensitivity, and quick measurement [14], DS is also an ideal tool in real-time monitoring kinetic processes, such as polymerization [15,16], crystallization [17–19], and even chemical reaction [20]. We use DS to real-time monitor the time-dependent dielectric behaviors of the same LCM in the isotropic, coexistence, and supercooled phase regions in this study. It will be demonstrated that the phase composition of this LCM depends not only on temperature but also on time, and that the existence of the previously mentioned superstructure is further confirmed by the time-dependent dielectric behavior of this LCM in the coexistence phase region.

II. EXPERIMENT AND METHODS

A. Materials and sample preparation

The liquid crystal 4-cyano-4-n-pentylbiphenyl (5CB) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used as received. The surfactant didecyl-dimethyl-ammonium-bromide (DDAB) was purchased from Tokyo Chemical Industry (Japan) and used without further purification. Water was distilled and deionized.

The preparation procedure of the liquid crystal microemulsion was simply described in our previous paper [13], which is the same as used in other studies [6–10]. The weight fraction ($\phi_m$) of the water droplet (coated by DDAB) in the sample is 0.15 (denoted as 0.15 LCM hereinafter). We choose this sample because it has the greatest dielectric response in all phase regions as compared with other LCMs investigated in our previous study [13]. Prior to the dielectric measurement, the sample was subjected to ultrasonication at 60°C for 40 min to ensure homogeneity.

B. Dielectric measurement

The complex dielectric permittivity ($\varepsilon^* = \varepsilon' - i\varepsilon''$, where $\varepsilon'$ and $\varepsilon''$ are dielectric constant and dielectric loss, respectively) was measured by a low-frequency impedance analyzer (Agilent 4294A) in the frequency range from 40 Hz to 110 MHz. The values of the complex permittivity were obtained from reflection measurements with a coaxial sample cell located at the end of a coaxial line. The sample cell, schematically illustrated in Fig. 1, is composed of an outer conductor with an inner diameter of 3.5 mm and an
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**FIG. 1.** Schematic illustration of coaxial dielectric sample cell.

![Frequency dependence of dielectric loss at different temperature](image-url)

**FIG. 2.** (Color online) Frequency dependence of dielectric loss at different temperature of the 0.15 LCM in the case of time dependence (initial state of this study) and in the case of temperature dependence (previous study). Solid line: the best fit; dashed line: slow process; dotted line: random reorientation of isotropic 5CB molecules; dash-dot-dot line: rotation of 5CB molecule about the short axis; dash-dot-dot line: librational motion.
inner conductor (pin) with an outer diameter of 2 mm. The lengths of the inner and outer conductor are 2 and 25 mm, respectively. Only the bottom part of the sample that is located in the gap between the inner and outer conductors (effective measurement area) can be effectively measured.

The 0.15 LCM has two obvious phase transformations upon cooling [13]: an isotropic-to-nematic (IN) phase transition at \( \sim 27.5^\circ C \), and a nematic-to-supercooled nematic (NS) phase transition in the temperature range of 24°C–20°C. Correspondingly, there are three phase regions called the isotropic region, coexistence region, and supercooled region, respectively. In the supercooled region, most 5CB molecules are in the supercooled nematic state, which coexist with water droplets and a small amount of 5CB molecules in the isotropic state. Therefore, we chose to perform the dielectric measurement as a function of time at 30°C, 27.5°C, and 20°C, respectively, corresponding to the three phase regions. For each temperature course, we used newly prepared 0.15 LCM and cooled it from 60°C to the destination temperature, and then started the time-dependent measurement. Considering that the phase composition of LCM might be very sensitive to the cooling history, and that different phase composition will result in different dielectric behavior, we used the same measurement procedure as used in our previous study above the destination temperature, so as to keep the cooling history as consistent as possible. It should be pointed out, however, that it is impossible to make the cooling history exactly the same.

The temperature was controlled by using a compact ultralow-temperature chamber (MC-811, ESPEC Corp., Japan) with an accuracy of \( \pm 0.1^\circ C \). The duration of the dielectric measurement at each fixed temperature is \( \sim 27.2 \) h. We found that the dielectric behavior of the sample changes most intensively in the first hour or so; therefore the sample was measured about every 6 min in the first 72 min and then every 1 h in the following 26 h. The dielectric behavior was automatically recorded by using VEE PRO 7.0 software (Agilent) at different time intervals.

C. Determination of relaxation parameters

The following fitting function is employed to fit the experimental complex permittivity spectra:

\[
\varepsilon^*(\omega) = \varepsilon_\infty + \sum_j F^*_j(\omega) + \frac{\sigma_{dc}}{i\omega\varepsilon_0},
\]

where \( \varepsilon_\infty \) is the high-frequency limit of the permittivity, \( \varepsilon_0 \) is the dielectric constant of vacuum, the term \( F^*_j(\omega) \) accounts for the contribution of each dielectric relaxation, and the term \( \sigma_{dc}/i\omega\varepsilon_0 \) accounts for the contribution of dc conductivity \( \sigma_{dc} \). For \( F^*_j(\omega) \), we use the Havriliak-Negami function [21] or the Cole-Cole function [22], resting with the nature of each relaxation. The Havriliak-Negami function is given by

\[
F^*_j(\omega) = \frac{\Delta\varepsilon_j}{[1+(i\omega\tau)^\beta]^\alpha},
\]

where \( \Delta\varepsilon_j \) is the dielectric strength, \( \tau = 1/(2\pi f_0) \) is the relaxation time, \( f_0 \) is the characteristic frequency, and \( \beta (0 < \beta \leq 1) \) and \( \alpha (0 < \alpha \leq 1) \) are the parameters describing the shape of the curve. When \( \alpha = 1 \) and \( 0 < \beta \leq 1 \), Eq. (2) goes to the Cole-Cole function.

The mechanism of each relaxation observed in the 0.15 LCM in different phase regions has been discussed previously [13]. Accordingly, in the isotropic region, we use one Cole-Cole function for the slow process and one Havriliak-Negami function for the bulklike relaxation of isotropic 5CB that is

![FIG. 3. (Color online) Three dimensional plots of the time dependence of relative permittivity spectra (top) and dielectric loss spectra (bottom) of the 0.15 LCM at (a) 30°C, (b) 27.5°C, and (c) 20°C. The contribution of the dc conductivity to the dielectric loss spectra has been subtracted.](011401-3)
asymmetric. In the coexistence and supercooled regions, we use three Cole-Cole functions for the slow process, the rotation of 5CB molecules about their short axis, and the librational motion, respectively, and one Havriliak-Negami function for the relaxation of isotropic 5CB molecules. Figure 2 shows the dielectric loss spectra (after subtracting the dc conductivity) of the initial state of the 0.15 LCM at (a) 30°C, (b) 27.5°C, and (c) 20°C; the experimental data of the previous study (temperature dependence) at the same temperatures are also presented as comparison. The solid lines in Fig. 2 represent the best fits in line with Eq. (1) and the broken lines denote the contribution from different relaxations.

As can be seen in Fig. 2, the dielectric behaviors in the isotropic region [Fig. 2(a)] of both cases are nearly consistent with each other, but an obvious discrepancy exists when the sample is in the coexistence [Fig. 2(b)] and supercooled regions [Fig. 2(c)], and the longer the cooling history, the larger the discrepancy. Accordingly, we believe the discrepancy is mainly ascribed to the difference in the cooling history. Some other factors such as sample preparation and environmental effect may also be responsible for the discrepancy. Nevertheless, we stress that the characteristic relaxation times in both cases, within experimental error, are identical with each other for all relaxations. This suggests that the phase compositions of the samples in both cases are quite similar. In other words, if the factor of time is not taken into account and a similar cooling history is followed, the phase composition of LCM should be kept analogous.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 3 shows the three-dimensional (3D) plots of the relative permittivity and dielectric loss (after subtracting the dc conductivity) of the 0.15 LCM as functions of frequency and time in the (a) isotropic region, (b) coexistence region, and (c) supercooled region. As can be seen, the dielectric behavior in the isotropic region barely changes with time, while in the coexistence and supercooled regions it changes obviously with time, especially at the early stage.

A. Time-dependent dielectric behavior at 30°C
(isotropic region)

In the isotropic region, LCMs are like conventional water-in-oil microemulsions because 5CB molecules are disordered and behave like a normal organic solvent. Two dielectric relaxations can be observed: a slow process due to the retarded rotation of the 5CB molecules on the surface of the water droplets and a bulklike process due to the random reorientation of the bulk 5CB molecules [13]. Figure 4 shows the time dependence of the dielectric behavior of the 0.15 LCM at 30°C, where (a), (b), and (c) show the time dependence of the relaxation time (τ), the dielectric strength (Δε), and the dc conductivity (σdc), respectively. As can be seen, the dielectric behavior of bulklike relaxation changes barely with time, with constant τ and Δε through the whole duration, indicating that the isotropic 5CB molecules are very stable. For the slow process, its Δε keeps constant within the initial 300 min and then decreases with time. One cannot ascribe this decrease in Δε to experimental error, because Δε in the final state is ~20% smaller than that in the initial state. Because the density of the surfactant-coated water droplet is smaller than that of bulk 5CB [8], this decrease should be a result of the upward diffusion of the water droplets. Considering that the experiment lasted a long period of time, a small amount of water may be evaporated, which may somewhat accelerate the upward diffusion of the water droplets. However, since the effective measurement area is far from the LCM-air interface (Fig. 1), the effect of the evaporation to the diffusion rate should be negligible as compared with that of the gravity.

It is interesting to find that σdc increases considerably in the initial 300 min and then levels off. Similar to that in normal water-in-oil microemulsions, the mechanism of conductance in the isotropic phase is believed mainly ascribed to the migration of charged water droplets in the electric field, namely, the charge fluctuation model [23,24]. Therefore, σdc is decided by

\[
\sigma_{dc} = \frac{\varepsilon_0 k_B T \bar{\varepsilon}}{2\pi \eta r^3} \phi_v, \tag{3}
\]

FIG. 4. Time dependence of (a) relaxation time, (b) dielectric strength, and (c) dc conductivity of slow process (open square) and bulklike process (open circle) of the 0.15 LCM at 30°C.
where $\varepsilon$ and $\eta$ are the dielectric constant and viscosity of the solvent, respectively; $r$ and $\phi_v$ are the radius and the volume fraction of water droplets, respectively; $k_B$ is the Boltzmann constant; and $T$ is absolute temperature. Because $\phi_v$ cannot increase with time and $\eta$ stays nearly constant, the increasing $\sigma_{dc}$ with time suggests that the fluctuation model alone cannot explain the dc conductance. Considering the relatively high $\phi_v$, the formation of short water droplet clusters due to droplet aggregation may play an important role in the conductance. In the initial 300 min, since the phase composition of the system is very stable, the increase in $\sigma_{dc}$ is most likely a result of the increasing probability of the formation of water droplet clusters as time elapses. After 300 min, the much less intensive increase in $\sigma_{dc}$ with time is possibly because the probability of the formation of water droplet clusters is largely decreased due to the upward diffusion of water droplets. The coalescence of water droplet is another possibility accounting for the increasing $\sigma_{dc}$ with time, as observed in water-in-oil emulsions [25].

It is worth noting that the relaxation time of the slow process does not change with time, even after the water droplets start to diffuse upward. This suggests that the slow process in the isotropic phase is not much correlated with the state of water droplets, otherwise a relevant time dependence of $\tau$ to that of $\sigma_{dc}$ should be observed. In other words, this process is not attributed to the dynamics of water droplets. It is therefore strongly confirmed that this process is attributed to the retarded rotation of 5CB molecules on the surface of the water droplets, whose relaxation time should be mainly a function of the viscosity of the surrounding 5CB medium.

B. Time-dependent dielectric behavior at 27.5 °C (coexistence region)

After the IN phase transition, a phase demixing occurs and results in a coexistence of a denser droplet-poor nematic phase and a droplet-rich isotropic phase [6–10]. If the sample is kept at constant temperature for a long enough period of time, a macroscopic phase separation will occur due to the diffusion of the droplet-rich isotropic phase to the upper part of the container [8,10]. The dielectric behavior of LCM in the coexistence region is characterized by a slow process, which is believed due to the cooperative dynamics of 5CB molecules confined in a superstructure composed of water droplets, and bulklike relaxations arising from not only the nematic 5CB molecules but also the isotropic 5CB molecules [13]. With the upward diffusion of the droplet-rich isotropic phase, the phase composition of the sample in the effective measurement area varies with time and results in a time-dependent dielectric behavior as shown in Fig. 3(b).

Figure 5 shows the time dependence of (a) $\Delta \varepsilon$ and (b) $\tau$ of the 0.15 LCM at 27.5 °C, where the subscript “iso,” “nem,” and “slow” represent the cases of isotropic, nematic, and confined 5CB molecules, respectively. It should be pointed out that, although there are two relaxations ascribed to nematic 5CB molecules—the rotation about the short axis and the librational...
motion—we use the former one to represent the dielectric behavior of nematic $5\text{CB}$ because it is much less vulnerable to fitting uncertainty [13]. As can be clearly seen, there exist three time regions labeled by the different time dependences of the relaxation parameters.

In time region I (within ~60 min), the dielectric behavior of all relaxations has the most intensive dependence on time. Because the relaxations under discussion are due to molecular dynamics, their dielectric strength can be described by the Kirkwood-Fröhlich equation [26,27]:

$$
\Delta \varepsilon = \left( \varepsilon_\infty + 2 \varepsilon_0 \right) \frac{g \mu_0^2 N}{3(2\varepsilon_\infty + \varepsilon_0) \beta_0 k_B T V},
$$

where $\varepsilon_0$ is the static dielectric constant, $N/V$ is the number concentration of dipoles in a volume $V$, and $g$ is the Kirkwood correlation factor ($g = \mu_0^2 / \mu_\infty^2$, $\mu_0$ and $\mu_\infty$ are the mean square and effective dipole moment, respectively). Accordingly, $\Delta \varepsilon$ is a measure of the amount (concentration) of the $5\text{CB}$ molecules in the corresponding state: isotropic, nematic, or confined (in the superstructure) [13]. The remarkable decrease in $\Delta \varepsilon_\text{iso}$ and increase in $\Delta \varepsilon_\text{nem}$ indicate that the droplet-rich isotropic phase in the effective measurement area is quickly diminishing. There are two possibilities accounting for the quick diminishment: one is the upward diffusion of the isotropic phase, and the other is the hysteresis of the IN phase transition, that is, the transformation of the isotropic $5\text{CB}$ molecules to the nematic state persists for a period of time. The hysteresis of the IN phase transition is possibly due to the weakly first-order nature of the IN transition of this kind of system or due to some effect related to the configuration of the sample cell, e.g., the wetting and prewetting of the sample on the surface of the electrode. The self-diffusion coefficient of bulk $5\text{CB}$ molecules is estimated to be of the order of $10^{-10} \text{ m}^2/\text{s}$ [28]. Considering that the diffusion of the isotropic $5\text{CB}$ molecules in the LCM is influenced by the water droplets and the coexisting nematic phase, the effective self-diffusion coefficient of the isotropic $5\text{CB}$ molecules should be even smaller. This means it will take more than 6 h for them to diffuse a distance of 2 mm (the height of the inner conductor).

However, $\Delta \varepsilon_\text{iso}$ is decreased by ~75% during this short period of time, which means most isotropic phase has disappeared. Accordingly, the main reason should be the hysteresis of IN phase transition rather than the upward diffusion. Since most water droplets are thought to be present in the isotropic phase, some superstructures will be excluded out of the effective measurement area due to the phase transition, which gives rise to a large decrease of $\Delta \varepsilon_\text{slow}$. On the other hand, the paranematic fluctuation increases with the increasing nematic phase [8,11], which will cause the superstructure to become more compact and then decrease the confinement space of the $5\text{CB}$ molecules confined in the superstructure. This may be responsible for the obvious increase of $\varepsilon_\text{slow}$ in this time region.

In time region II (60–700 min), although much less intensive, the time dependence of $\Delta \varepsilon$ for bulklike relaxations is similar to that in time region I, which means the isotropic phase keeps diminishing while the nematic phase keeps growing. This should be mainly a result of the diffusion of the isotropic phase out of the effective measurement area. We notice that the magnitude of $\Delta \varepsilon_\text{nem}$ is doubled through this period of time. Such a large increase cannot be solely a result of the increase of the concentration of the nematic phase. We believe that the ordering parameter ($S$) of the nematic phase is also considerably increased during this period of time, considering that a larger $S$ can give rise to a larger $\mu_\text{eff}$ and then a bigger $\Delta \varepsilon_\text{nem}$ [see Eq. (4)]. Figure 6 shows the time dependence of $(a)$ the Cole-Cole parameter $\beta$ and $(b)$ $\sigma_\text{dc}$ of the sample at 27.5 °C. The Cole-Cole parameter is a measure of the distribution of relaxation times [29]. The closer the value of $\beta$ is to unity the narrower the distribution of relaxation times, which means the relaxing dipolar units are more uniform. From Fig. 6(a) we can find the value of $\beta_\text{nem}$ is very close to unity, indicating that the nematic phase is highly ordered. Although not markedly, $\beta_\text{nem}$ increases with time in both time regions I and II, which signifies that the nematic phase is more and more ordered, namely, $S$ is increasing with time. Meanwhile, from Fig. 5(b) we can see $\tau_\text{nem}$ is also increasing with time, which is another indication of the increase of $S$ with time.

Considering time regions I and II together, we find that $\Delta \varepsilon_\text{nem}$ is initially much bigger than $\Delta \varepsilon_\text{nem}$ and finally much smaller than $\Delta \varepsilon_\text{nem}$, suggesting that the sample is initially dominated by the isotropic phase but finally dominated by the nematic phase as time elapses. This situation is quite similar to the temperature-induced phase evolution in the coexistence region as proposed in our previous study [13]. Likewise, the sample should also undergo a phase evolution from a nematic-in-isotropic phase via a bicontinuous phase to an isotropic-in-nematic phase within 700 min. In time region I, the sample is in the nematic-in-isotropic phase and then in the bicontinuous phase, where the isotropic phase should be
the dominant phase; while in time region II, the sample is in the isotropic-in-nematic phase dominated by the nematic phase. This scenario is supported by the time dependence of $\sigma_{dc}$ [Fig. 6(b)]. In time region I, $\sigma_{dc}$ is much larger than that in time region II and $\sigma_{dc}$ has a similar time dependence to that of $\Delta \varepsilon_{iso}$. Considering that $\sigma_{dc}$ in the isotropic phase is much larger than in the nematic phase [13], this result suggests that the isotropic phase is the dominant (continuous) phase in this time region. In time region II, however, $\sigma_{dc}$ is increasing with time even though $\Delta \varepsilon_{iso}$ is still decreasing, suggesting that the isotropic phase is no longer the dominant phase. The increasing $\sigma_{dc}$ with time in this time region should be mainly ascribed to the increasing $S$ of the nematic medium. Note that the conductivity of LCs is also anisotropic with generally $\sigma_{||} > \sigma_{\perp}$ ($\sigma_{||}$ and $\sigma_{\perp}$ being the conductivity parallel and perpendicular to the director, respectively) [30].

The time dependence of $\tau_{slow}$ in time region II is particularly worth noting. Our previous study suggested that $\tau_{slow}$ has abnormal temperature dependence when LCMs go to the isotropic-in-nematic phase [13]. In this study, we notice that in time region II, where the sample is in the isotropic-in-nematic phase, $\tau_{slow}$ is decreasing with time, which means that this relaxation is being accelerated as time elapses. We believe this result originated from the same mechanism as that observed in the abnormal temperature dependence, that is, with fewer and fewer bulk isotropic 5CB molecules in the system, some 5CB molecules that were originally confined in the superstructure will be released and then transform to the nematic state, and the rotation of the remaining 5CB molecules in the superstructure will be accelerated because of the increasing free volume for each molecule to perform the rotation [13,31]. This result in turn confirms that a superstructure composed of water droplets and confined 5CB molecules is present in LCMs.

In time region III (after 700 min), the fitting result shown in Fig. 5 indicates that there is no bulk isotropic phase in the effective measurement area. This is possibly because the isotropic 5CB molecules have totally diffused out of this area or because they are so few that their dielectric signal cannot be detected. No matter what the case is, the sample under measurement in this time region should be nearly free of the isotropic phase. Now that the isotropic phase takes ~700 min to diffuse out of the effective measurement area (2 mm in height); the self-diffusion coefficient of the isotropic phase can be roughly estimated to be $\sim 5 \times 10^{-11}$ m$^2$/s, which is a little smaller than the self-diffusion coefficient of bulk 5CB molecules. This is reasonable considering the heterogeneity of the system. This result in turn confirms that the upward diffusion of the isotropic phase in time region I is mainly induced by the hysteresis of the phase transition rather than the displacement of the isotropic phase.

It is very surprising that the slow process still exists and its dielectric strength even has a magnitude comparable to that of the librational mode of bulk nematic 5CB. Although it is thought that the nematic phase in LCM is nearly free of water droplets [8,10], this result suggests that water droplets also exist in the nematic phase and can stably exist for

**FIG. 7.** Time dependence of (a) dielectric strength and (b) relaxation time of random reorientation of isotropic 5CB molecules (open square), rotation about short axis of nematic 5CB molecules (open circle), and slow process (open triangle) of the 0.15 LCM at 20 °C. The broken lines indicate the boundaries of different time regions.
a long period of time according to Fig. 5. Experimental observation in LC emulsions [1–3] and molecular dynamics simulation investigations [32] suggest that small particles can exist in nematic LCs, accompanied by defect structures such as hedgehog and Saturn ring. The water droplets in the present case may have analogous configurations, and their rotational dynamics may give rise to the slow process in this time region. However, even the rotation of “naked” water droplets will lead to a relaxation time much longer than the observed \( \tau_{\text{slow}} \) [13]. Therefore, the mechanism of the slow process still goes to the dynamics of confined 5CB molecules, and the water droplets should still stay as the previously mentioned superstructures in time region III.

C. Time-dependent dielectric behavior at 20 °C (supercooled region)

When the 0.15 LCM is cooled to 20 °C, the sample is dominated by the supercooled nematic phase, but the isotropic phase still coexists although its concentration is very small [8,10,13]. The bulklike relaxations in this phase region have the same origin as that in the coexistence region. The slow process, however, suddenly shifts to a much lower frequency range; it is therefore believed to be attributed to the dynamics of water droplets instead of confined 5CB molecules in the superstructure [13]. The superstructure is possibly broken in this phase region because the paramagnetic fluctuation in this region is much stronger than that in the coexistence region. As a result, the water droplets may stay separately with configurations like hedgehog in the supercooled region. Figure 7 shows the time dependence of (a) \( \Delta \varepsilon \) and (b) \( \tau \) of the 0.15 LCM at 20 °C, from which we can also clearly recognize three time regions.

In time region I (within \( \sim 80 \) min), all relaxation parameters have the most intensive time dependence. This should be a result of the hysteresis of NS phase transition and the upward diffusion of the isotropic phase (the former factor should also be the main one). In time region II (80–1150 min), the less intensive decrease in \( \Delta \varepsilon_{\text{iso}} \) with time should be a result of only the upward diffusion of the isotropic phase. \( \Delta \varepsilon_{\text{slow}} \) keeps almost constant in this time region although \( \Delta \varepsilon_{\text{iso}} \) keeps decreasing, which implies that most water droplets exist in the supercooled nematic phase rather than the isotropic phase. Time region II is longer as compared with that in the case of 27.5 °C, indicating that the diffusion rate of the isotropic phase in the supercooled nematic phase is lower than in the nematic phase. In time region III, no bulk isotropic phase exists in the effective measurement area. It is worth noting that \( \Delta \varepsilon_{\text{nem}} \) is still increasing while \( \Delta \varepsilon_{\text{slow}} \) is decreasing with time. This result suggests that water droplets are also slowly diffusing out of the effective measurement area.

Figure 8 shows the time dependence of (a) the Cole-Cole parameter of the slow process and the short axis rotation of nematic 5CB molecules and (b) dc conductivity. Different from the case at 27.5 °C, \( \sigma_{\text{dc}} \) of the sample at 20 °C has a monotonic dependence on time, which is because the continuous phase is always the supercooled nematic phase through the whole duration. Judging from the very small \( \Delta \varepsilon_{\text{slow}} \), the concentration of water droplets in the supercooled nematic phase should be very low, and the formation of water droplet clusters as in the case of 30 °C is not possible. Therefore, \( \sigma_{\text{dc}} \) should be decided by the dynamics of the water droplets and the property of the dispersing medium, according to Eq. (3). In time regions II and III, we notice that \( \beta_{\text{nem}} \) and \( \tau_{\text{nem}} \) are almost constant, which means the ordering parameter of the supercooled nematic phase is barely changed after 80 min; however, \( \sigma_{\text{dc}} \) is still increasing with time. Consequently, \( \sigma_{\text{dc}} \) should be mainly decided by the dynamics of the water droplets, now that the property of the dispersing medium does not change obviously. The increasing \( \sigma_{\text{dc}} \) with time suggests that the dynamics of the water droplets are increasing with time. On the other hand, a decrease in \( \tau_{\text{slow}} \) with time is expected to be observed in these two time regions if the slow process is ascribed to the dynamics of water droplets. From Fig. 7(b) we can see \( \tau_{\text{slow}} \) is indeed decreasing with time in these two time regions. This fact strongly confirms that the slow process in the supercooled region is attributed to the rotational diffusion of water droplets. Considering that the water droplets in the supercooled nematic phase may be accompanied by defect structures like hedgehog, we argue that these defect structures are also involved in the dynamics of the water droplets. These structures sometimes evolve with the variation of environment [32], which is probably responsible for the change of the dynamics of the water droplets.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The time-dependent dielectric behaviors of 5CB-DDAB-water microemulsion in the isotropic, coexistence, and supercooled regions were monitored in real time by means of
dielectric spectroscopy. It is found that the 5CB molecules in different states can be effectively characterized by dielectric spectroscopy even in such a kinetic process, and their dielectric behaviors in turn reflect the variation of the local phase composition with time.

In the isotropic region (30 °C), it is observed that water droplets start to diffuse to the upper part of the container at ~300 min, but the property of bulk isotropic 5CB is barely changed with time. It is confirmed that the slow process is ascribed to the retarded rotation of the 5CB molecules on the surface of the water droplets.

Three time regions labeled by different dielectric behavior are observed for the sample both in the coexistence region (27.5 °C) and in the supercooled region (20 °C). The remarkable change of the dielectric behavior in the first time region of both cases suggests that the IN and NS transitions present a hysteresis effect. In the coexistence region, a microscopic phase evolution from a nematic-in-isotropic via a bicontinuous to an isotropic-in-nematic phase is observed, which is similar to the temperature-induced phase evolution observed in our previous study. The dielectric behavior of the slow process during this evolution confirms that this process is ascribed to the dynamics of 5CB molecules confined in the superstructure. The slow process is still observed even after the bulk isotropic phase has been totally excluded out of the effective measurement area, which suggests that the superstructure can stably exist in the nematic phase for a long period of time. In the supercooled region, the slow process is also observed after the bulk isotropic phase has been totally excluded, indicating that the water droplets can also exist in the supercooled nematic phase. It is found that the time dependences of \( t_{\text{slow}} \) and \( \sigma_{\text{dc}} \) are interrelated, which confirms that the slow process is ascribed to the rotational diffusion of the water droplets.

In conclusion, this study further suggests that a superstructure composed of water droplets and confined 5CB molecules exists in the 5CB-DDAB-water microemulsion after the IN phase transition. This study also suggests that water droplets can stably exist in the liquid crystalline phase, although this phase is generally thought to be free of them. Because the phase behavior of such system is vulnerable to many factors such as the geometry of the sample cell, more dielectric spectroscopy investigation under different condition is highly desirable.
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